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President Ford and President Giscard d'Estaing of France

Meet in Martinique

President Ford and President Valery Gis-

card d'Estaing met in Martinique December

lU-16. Following are remarks by the two

Presidents npon President Ford's arnval on

December H, their exchange of toasts at a

dinner given by President Giscard d'Estaing

that evening, their exchange of toasts at a

dinner given by President Ford on December

15, the transcript of a neivs conference held

by Secretary Kissinger on December 16, and
the text of a communique issued on Decem-
ber 16.

WELCOMING CEREMONY, DECEMBER 14

Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents dated December 23

President Giscard d'Estaing ^

Dear Mr. President: It is a great honor

for this French land of the West Indies to

welcome the President of the United States

of America.

It is a real pleasure for me to extend to

you and to all those accompanying you a

most cordial welcome. As soon as you came

into office, we both felt that we should

establish a direct and personal contact. Such

a contact is in keeping with the traditional

relations between France and the United

States. And in the present circumstances,

we thought this would be especially useful.

Faced with the enormous changes taking

place throughout the world, our two countries

have, in different capacities and to various

degrees, responsibilities to bear.

Belonging to the community of liberal de-

' President Giscard d'Estaing spoke in French
on all three occasions.

mocracies, their personality and their situa-

tion leave them sometimes—quite naturally,

I would say—to assume different stands in

the face of such changes. However, too old

are their ties of friendship for them not to

wish to harmonize such stands whenever
necessary, and they are too deeply attached

to the same ideal of freedom, progress, and
peace not to be determined to succeed.

All this points to the importance of our

meeting, as stressed by our partners in the

European Community, hence also the frank-

ness and cordiality with which I trust our

talks will start and be concluded.

Mr. President, France of the Martinique

offers to you and all those accompanying you

its charm and its beauty. From the bottom

of our heart, I wish you an excellent stay.

Welcome, Mr. President.

President Ford

Mr. President, Madame Giscard d'Estaing,

ladies and gentlemen: Thank you for your

most gracious welcome to this beautiful,

gorgeous island. I am delighted to be here.

Mr. President, this is an opportunity for

us to become personally acquainted and to

discuss the serious issues which confront our

two countries. Our meeting vividly demon-
strates the importance we attach to working

together.

General Lafayette stopped here on his way
to assist America to achieve its independ-

ence. The friendship of our two countries

spans the oceans as well as the centuries. It is

fitting that you and I, both given responsibili-

ties for leadership in our respective countries

this year, are taking this early opportunity
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to address problems of common interest and

common concern.

We must combine our efforts with those

of our friends and our allies if we are to

meet the challenges of the last quarter of

the 20th century. The list of the challenges

is long, including such vital issues as food,

energy, finance, and of course the fundamen-

tal security of our people and the quest for

further reductions in international tensions.

Just as our talks mark the beginning of

a personal relationship, I am confident that

our nations will reaflirm the tradition of

of Franco-American cooperation in great en-

deavors.

I look forward to our meetings for the ex-

changes they will permit and our resulting

understandings. In meeting here, we of

course will be mindful not only of American
and French interests but the contributions

our efforts can make toward a more peaceful,

stable, and prosperous world.

EXCHANGE OF TOASTS, DECEMBER 14

Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents dated December 23

President Giscard d'Estaing

Mr. President: A meeting between France
and the United States is always a rendezvous
of freedom and friendship. And what could
be a better place for it than this island of

Martinique, which cherishes the proud mem-
ory of having served as a naval base for the
French fleet during the American War of

Independence, and in two years' time, we
will be celebrating together the successful

outcome of that event.

It was in the name of freedom that our
friendship was born, and we shall celebrate

its 200th anniversary at the same time as
the bicentennial of American independence.

It was also in the name of freedom that
twice in the course of this centuiy the
active solidarity of the United States en-
abled France to preserve or to regain her
independence.

Different as we may be, what appeals so
much to us, the French, is all that in the
United States symbolizes and means free-

dom: your vast spaces, your openness to

new ideas and bold endeavors, your mastery

of technology, which gives man his power

over nature and lightens his burden.

Freedom and friendship have stamped
their mark on the relations between our two
countries. Freedom allows for their frank-

ness and independence; friendship demands
mutual understanding and cooperation.

This spirit of free dialogue and trust be-

tween partners who recognize the equality

of their rights and duties, even if they are

not equal in terms of resources or power,

is characteristic of Franco-American rela-

tions, and there is nothing to prevent that

the same spirit be applied to solving the

major problems of the world today.

For our part, we express the wish that

this spirit inspire the relations between the

United States and the Europe that we are

striving patiently—and we are bound to say

slowly—to build.

It is only on condition that it can exist by

its own accord that Europe will be for the

United States a firm and reliable partner and

for the world a factor of balance and peace.

We also wish that this spirit of dialogue

should govern our thinking on the profound

changes in the world scene.

As you were mentioning, you yourself,

Mr. President, on your arrival here, the

path of consultation, which is as far re-

moved from that of confrontation as it is

from that of capitulation, is the only one

which is in keeping with the political, eco-

nomic, and human needs of our time.

It is the path we followed when it was
time to emerge from the cold war and, on our

war-torn continent, to organize detente, en-

tente, and cooperation, while maintaining

actively our desire for independence in safe-

guarding our security.

It is the path we recommend be followed in

the Middle East, where, in spite of the

remarkable efforts of American diplomacy
and the useful progress it has achieved, the

situation remains a threatening one. A just

and lasting settlement must, in our view, take
into account the three legitimate aspirations

of all parties concerned—those of the State

of Israel, to live in peace within secure and
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guaranteed boundaries; those of the Arab
states, to recover their territorial integrity;

and those of the Palestinian people, to have,

as all peoples, a homeland.

It is also through consultation that we shall

succeed in finding a solution to the problem

caused by the increase in oil prices. This in

no way excludes a prior harmonization of the

positions within each of the major categories

involved. It, however, presupposes that the

purpose of this harmonization process be

to prepare the meeting at the same table and
at a fixed date of countries willing to reconcile

their respective points of view in the peace-

ful interests of the world.

Mr. President, we shall be having talks in a

climate of mutual trust on all these subjects

of concern to the world today. These talks

will once again demonstrate that the frank-

ness of our discussions draws us together

much more than it divides us, as should be

between partners and allies when they have
for each other, as I have for your country, a

sense of their dignity and their sovereignty.

Mr. President, we all deeply regret the

absence of Mrs. Ford, and I would like to ask

you to be kind enough to convey to her our

very warm and respectful wishes for a

prompt recovery.

I drink this toast in your honor, Mr.

President, as well as to the great people of the

United States, to whom the French people,

through me, extend their greetings in testi-

mony of our two-centuries-old and ever-

young friendships like our two countries.

Thank you.

President Ford

Mr. President: The hospitality extended to

me has reflected in the warmth of the climate

of this most remarkable island and the spirit

of your kind words of welcome, and I am
deeply grateful.

I am very, very proud to be the first

American President in ofiice to visit this part

of the Caribbean, and I would like to express

again my appreciation to you personally for

suggesting Martinique as the location of our

first meeting.

The United States and France, we all

know, have been very, very close. We have
been extremely close friends for over two
centuries. From our American Revolution
through the darkest days of World War II,

our countries have stood together in mo-
ments of crisis. And today, of fundamental
importance to our countries and to the West,
a strong Atlantic alliance safeguards our

security.

As old friends and allies, Mr. President,

we have much to talk about. On many, many
points we shall agree; on others we may
differ. But it is of the greatest importance,

in my judgment, that we will talk with full

candor since we share the same ideals. A re-

lationship of confidence is absolutely essen-

tial. It is only through such a relationship,

Mr. President, that our common objectives

can best be served and our differing views

reconciled.

As in the past, we jointly face, Mr. Presi-

dent, major challenges. This time the im-

mediate danger is not war, but the problems

of peace: inflation, balance of payments

deficits, energy shortages, and, for many
throughout the world, shortages of food it-

self. These problems unfortunately accen-

tuate the interdependence of nations and the

need for communication and cooperation.

At stake is the stability of every economy,

the welfare of every nation. Unilateral

measures, Mr. President, can no longer suf-

fice in solving problems of such universal

dimension.

Mr. President, you recently described this

situation very vividly when you said the

world is unhappy. Indeed, the world is

troubled. But if we are to transcend our

difficulties and successfully meet our chal-

lenges we, France and the United States,

must cooperate.

We face a major problem in the field of

energy. In dealing with it on the basis of

consumer solidarity, we seek constructive

dialogue, not confrontation. The United

States is convinced that cooperation and soli-

darity among the consumer nations mark
the surest way to reach understanding with

the producer nations, which we all desire.

I am also looking forward, Mr. President,

to exchanging impressions on East-West re-
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lations and on our recent meetings with

General Secretary Brezhnev [Leonid I.

Brezhnev, General Secretary of the Commu-

nist Party of the Soviet Union]. I am sure

we will all agree that all of us in the West

will benefit from close relationships as the

policy of detente continues to develop.

Our interdependence requires that we

—

together with our friends and our partners

—join in concerted measures or responses

to the dangers which confront us all. Let us

continue our historic relationship with re-

newed spirit and redoubled effort, as good

and responsible friends.

Our common heritage gives me confidence

that we will continue our joint endeavors

for peace and stability in the world. Mr.

President, it is with this objective that I

look forward to our discussions tomorrow.

I have every hope that our talks will

strengthen the friendship between us, both

in a bilateral sense and also as members

of the alliance which Americans regard as

the cornerstone of our foreign policy.

Ladies and gentlemen, in the spirit of

strengthening our historic ties, I ask all of

you to stand and to raise your glasses in

honor of the President of the French Re-

public and his lovely wife.

EXCHANGE OF TOASTS, DECEMBER 15

Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents dated December 23

President Ford

Mr. President, Madame Giscard d'Estaing,

our distinguished guests: Let me say with

great personal conviction and strong feel-

ings, we have enjoyed being here in a part

of France. The warmth of the welcome of

the people, the superb atmosphere created

by the beauties of nature, have made this

trip a wonderful experience for all of us.

Mr. President, the United States within

a relatively few months is going to be cele-

brating our 200th anniversary. Whenever
we think about that anniversary, we can't

help but feel the participation that France
played in the achievement of our independ-

ence. July 4, 1976, will bring back many,

many memories of the help and assistance

that France gave to our country at a very

diflicult and controversial period in our early

history in America.

It is my understanding, Mr. President,

that one of your ancestors. Admiral d'Es-

taing, did have an intere.st in and did help

us at a period when we, the United States,

were in our formative years. For that we
thank you, and for all of the other great

Frenchmen who were assisting America in

our early days.

It is my understanding, Mr. President,

that France is making a very meaningful

contribution to our 200th anniversary with

the "sight and sound" program that will be

a highlight in Washington for the many,

many thousands who will visit the Nation's

Capital. We thank you for this contribution,

and we are grateful for your feeling that

France should participate in this way.

If I might now turn to our own personal

relationship, which I say without any hesi-

tancy or qualification—it was a pleasure to

meet you and to have the opportunity of

broadening a relationship and developing a

friendship. It seems to me this can be

meaningful in our relations between France

and the United States. But even more mean-

ingful, on a far broader basis, I am grateful

for your statesmanship; I am most appre-

ciative for your views that we have ex-

changed here on this occasion in a part of

France.

And so, Mr. President, may I offer a toast

to you and Madame Giscard d'Estaing and to

the Republic of France. It is a pleasure and
a privilege.

President Giscard d'Estaing

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen: Mr.
President, we have both come into office

very recently, only a few months ago, and
so—this is a source of deep satisfaction

—

we are both extremely young. Indeed, one

can say it is a secret of youth, in fact, to be

elected President.

Now, we are, however, young Presidents
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of countries whose relations are very long-

standing, indeed, as you yourself have just

mentioned. And indeed, all you have to do

is to look behind you at Fort-de-France

—

Fort-de-France, which has carried that name
for three centuries and two centuries ago

harbored the French fleet that sailed off the

coast of the then young and new United

States.

I would add that the relations between
France and the United States are not merely

a matter of what you might call the pictur-

esque site of history or simply a matter of

stories on the subject. No, it is something

which reflects a deep and reciprocal mutual

interest; it is something which has been

borne out in numerous circumstances. For
instance, when at the time of the First

World War the United States came to the

defense of France, the landing of the Amer-
icans on French territory was met with

tremendous enthusiasm on the part of the

French population.

And so when at the end of the Second

World War, I myself was involved in the

last stages of the war, the unit that I served

in was a part of the 1st French Army which

itself was under the 7th U.S. Army.
But the great problems of our times

—

even to those of us who, like ourselves, are

deeply attached to tradition—the big prob-

lems of our time, I say, are in fact ahead of

us and will call for considerable imagina-

tion and action. And that is why it was very

important for me, Mr. President, to know
whether these new problems and tasks could,

in fact, be tackled with the very great coun-

try that you represent in a spirit of openness

and mutual understanding.

And so, it was important for me to estab-

lish this personal contact with you yourself,

sir, and the distinguished persons accom-
panying you. And yesterday morning, when
I was meeting you at the airport, it occurred

to me that during these two days we were
in fact going to, perhaps, take initiatives

and perform actions which would lead to

solutions which could well have a lasting

effect not only on our own relations but also,

perhaps, on world affairs.

The results of our talks will be embodied
in a communique which will be issued at the
end of tomorrow morning, and if I were to
divulge right now what the results of our
talks have been, this would deprive the
members of our staff from the pleasures of
the late evening and early morning during
which they would engage in the arduous
task of preparing the suitable form of

words.

But what I can say something about is

the atmosphere of our talks, and what I

would like to mention is their very cordial

nature, the very simple way in which our
talks have proceeded, the great frankness
and the clarity of your positions, and the

great competence with which you have led

our discussions.

Now, on international gatherings or occa-
sions such as this, people tend to wonder,
in fact, who won, who came out on top, who
gave the concessions, who, in fact, was the
victor. But at the very outset, you vdll re-

call that I said it was my hope that, in fact,

there would be neither a matter of conces-

sions nor victors in a case like this, but we
should both emerge from these talks with
the feeling that we had, in fact, achieved
something useful, realistic, and worthwhile
in furthering the solutions of the problems
that we are in fact discussing.

And could I say very sincerely, Mr. Pres-
ident, how very much Madame Giscard
d'Estaing and myself deeply regret the ab-
sence of Mrs. Ford. We had been looking
forward very much to meeting her here on
this occasion, and I may say that some of
the arrangements that had been made had
been made precisely in anticipation of the

pleasure of, for instance, having her with
us today at lunch. Now, there is one great
advantage of this situation, and that is that
the rights of international affairs dictate

that one cannot, twice running, invite the
same head of state. That means, therefore,

that despite the great pleasure that this

would afford us, it would not be possible for

us to invite you, sir, again so soon. But we
could, of course, invite Mrs. Ford. And we
would very much hope that she would accept,
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and that you would be kind enough to

accompany her.

Now, people in this world of ours very

often ask themselves all sorts of questions

and, indeed, one of the things they often

wonder about, apparently, is why statesmen,

in fact, are statesmen and why they accept

to sacrifice many aspects of their existence

to the responsibilities of state.

Now, as far as you are concerned—and I

have seen this during our talks—and as far

as I am concerned, the reason, perhaps, for

which we do so is that we feel that we have,

perhaps, a contribution to make in further-

ing the affairs of the world.

Now, the fact that the responsibilities that

we have to shoulder at this particular time in

history are particularly heavy at the same

time means that our contribution will be a

significant contribution.

Now, it is clear, however, that the affairs

of mankind and the peace of the world do

not depend solely on the action or the efforts

of one country alone—however big that

country may be—but will always depend on

the combination, on the conjunction of the

efforts of several. And I now know that it

is quite clear that we will be able to work

together.

Mr. President, when the French fleet left

these waters two centuries ago for the North

American Continent, there were doubtless,

at the time of departure, great festivities

on board, and I can well imagine that my
ancestor may well have offered a toast on

that occasion which would probably have

had something to do with the vnshes that

he would have expressed concerning the con-

tinent that they were about to discover and

would have expressed their hopes and their

expectations.

Now, this evening, today, the situation to

some extent is the other way around in that

it is we who are hosting you here in Marti-

nique, but the French Martinique of two

centuries ago and the French Martinique of

today, Mr. President, are deeply proud of

having here the visit today of the President

of the United States. Our friend the

President.

SECRETARY KISSINGER'S NEWS CONFERENCE,

DECEMBER 16

Press relpase 533 dated December 16

Secretary Kissinger: Ladies and gentle-

men, we have distributed the communique,

which is substantially self-explanatory. Let

me make a few preliminary points.

First, as the President of the Republic

said last night in his toast, both sides ap-

proached these discussions with the attitude

not of who would get the maximum number

of concessions from the other or who would

be the victor in the negotiations—because

we don't think of each other as antagonists,

but as allies.

We looked at the outstanding problems,

especially in the field of energy and eco-

nomics, from the point of view of what was

in the mutual benefit, the benefit of Europe

and the United States, as well as the benefit

of all the interested nations around the

world. And therefore, with respect to the

energy issue, which was one of the principal

problems which was of course discussed, I

think we achieved the synthesis of the

French and American positions which took

account of the American conviction that con-

sumer cooperation was essential and the

French belief—which, as a matter of fact,

the United States has always shared—that

consumer cooperation must lead rapidly to

consumer-producer dialogue.

I would like to add that in addition to the

substance of the communique, the conversa-

tions were conducted in an atmosphere of

great cordiality and the relationship of con-

fidence that has grown up between the two

Presidents will help facilitate and guarantee

the spirit of cooperation which we believe

is one of the important results of this con-

ference.

Having attended many similar meetings

between French and American leaders, I

must say I found this atmosphere the most

positive and the one between the two leaders

and one in which as far as the United States

is concerned—the French President will un-

doubtedly speak for himself—we will con-

tinue in the exchanges that will be necessary

to implement the various aspects of the
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communique as well as the cooperation that

is foreseen in the communique.

Now why don't I take your questions.

Q. Mr. Secretary, can you give lis a ruiv-

down on the sequence of events that are

going to happen in these conferences con-

cerning the oil crisis? Which one takes place

first, and what happens after that?

Secretary Kissinger: As the communique
says, the steps should be taken in sequence,

and the sequence is the one described in the

communique; that is to say, there will first

be an effort of some urgency to strengthen

consumer cooperation in the field of conser-

vation, of developing alternative sources of

energy, and of setting up new mechanisms

for financial solidarity.

Based on progress among the consumers,

this will then lead to a preparatory meeting

between consumers and producers, for which

we set a target date for March 1975. Of

course it depends on the progress the con-

sumers make among themselves, but the

United States will cooperate in bringing

about the preparatory conferences and ob-

viously will not use delaying tactics.

I think there is good will on all sides. We
can make substantial progress among the

consumers, and given the urgency of the

situation, in fact, we must make substantial

progress among the consumers.

After the completion of the preparatory

discussions, we have foreseen intensive con-

sultation among the consumers to develop

common positions and common attitudes

toward the consumer-producer substantive

conference. The preparatory meeting will

deal with procedure, agenda, participants,

and will not deal with substance.

This is the sequence that the two Presi-

dents have agreed upon, and again I would

like to say that the United States has not

considered its views as incompatible with

those of France. In fact, at the Washington
Energy Conference, we proposed that the

consumer cooperation should lead to con-

sumer-producer dialogue, and therefore we
welcome the French initiative, and I think

we can work cooperatively to achieve the

common objective.

Q. Will France participate in this con-

sumer effort to strengthen solidarity?

Secretary Kissinger: It says "existing in-

stitutions and agreements." There are a
number of factors. France, of course, is

not a member of the lEA [International

Energy Agency], and we have not asked
France to be a member of the IEA. It is

my impression that France will work in

parallel to the lEA in the same direction.

For example, we have had occasion to point

out that the French conservation program
is going in the same direction as that of the

lEA and in some respects goes beyond it.

The institutions or the mechanisms for

financial solidarity we had proposed in my
speech should be taken in the Group of Ten,

in which France is of course a member; and
therefore there is no difficulty about French
participation in those.

With respect to alternative sources of

energy, it may be that they are initially

discussed in the TEA, but there is also a role

there for European institutions, so we are

not concerned with the legal structure.

It is our conviction that France will work
parallel to our efforts and we will find the

legal formula by which to implement.

Q. Mr. Secretary, doesn't that kind of

informal arrangement give France the bene-

fit of consiimer organization that has al-

ready taken place without having any of

the responsibilities, for example, in oil

sharing ?

Secretary Kissinger: No, it is our view

that we are concerned with the substance,

and therefore how France participates, un-

der what legal form, is not of decisive con-

cern to us.

As I pointed out, the financial institutions,

for example, are not being done in the lEA
to begin with. The conservation measures,

once they have been agreed upon, do not

really require any international party to

implement. They can be implemented on a

national basis.

I have the impression that we should stop

talking about Franco-American relations in

terms of confrontation and who is taking

advantage of whom but rather in terms of
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practical cooperation in which the actions

of the two parties will be more important

than the legal form—and that is our atti-

tude, and it is our impression that was the

French attitude at this meeting.

Q. Mr. Secretary, could you please tell us

what progress, if any, was made relative

to your suggestion in Chicago of the $25

billion fund for the shoring up of those

economies that need it in light of the oil

shortage

?

Secretary Kissinger: We found the atti-

tude of the French President very positive

to this idea, and we have the impression that

France will work with us in the Group of

Ten to implement this idea.

Q. How do you account for the French

change? All of a sudden you have peace,

and it is lovely. What caused this after 10

years

?

Secretary Kissinger: I didn't say there

has been a French change. I described the

results of this conference, and I can only

say that both Presidents seem to me to be

convinced of the urgent problems facing

their countries and facing the industrialized

countries and, indeed, facing the whole

world.

And it was a discussion that was not con-

ducted in slogans, but in terms of the issues

;

and when you confront the issues, I think

certain conclusions are more or less inevi-

table.

I would also say that the manner in which

both Presidents conducted the conversations,

which was free of dogma on both sides

—

Q. Free of what?

Secretary Kissinger: D-o-g-m-a—it is a

Latin word, not German [laughter]. —con-

tributed to the result but I don't want to

claim any changes.

Q. Mr. Secretary, leaving aside the finan-

cial side in the Group of Ten, will the French
participation in the conservation side be

through the EEC [European Economic Com-
munity] ; that is to say, are you contemplat-

ing here that the EEC will become an elec-

tive member of the IEA ?

Secretary Kissinger: This is one possi-

bility. It is not for the United States to pre-

scribe how Europe should organize its ener-

gy policy. The United States would certainly

have no objection and can see some advan-

tages in a common energy policy on the part

of Europe, and this in turn, of course, would

permit the EEC to participate as a unit in

the lEA. This is essentially up to the Euro-

peans.

Q. Do you think it will happen?

Secretary Kissinger: Let me make a point.

Obviously, the spirit of what has been

agreed here in Martinique requires that

France work in parallel on the same sub-

stance as the other principal consumers, and

we believe that this can be done. This is

one device for doing it, but we are prepared

to find other consultative devices.

Q. Did you get any assurances from the

President of France that they would be will-

ing to do this at this meetiyig?

Secretary Kissinger: That they would be

prepared to have a common European en-

ergy policy?

Q. Or that EEC woidd join the IEA?

Secretary Kissinger: We did not discuss

the legal relationship of France to the lEA.

We discussed the substantive relationship of

the measures that needed to be taken ; and as

we pointed out, it is our view—and I think

it is the common view—that certain substan-

tive steps have to be taken in order to make
the consumer-producer dialogue useful. And
the United States, obviously, will know
whether these steps have been taken.

Q. Mr. Secretary, will the March con-

ference be confiposed of nations outside the

major oil producers and also major oil con-

sumers ?

Secretary Kissinger: Let me make two
points. The March date is a target date. It

is not an absolutely fixed date, but we will

work seriously to see whether it can be im-

plemented. The original proposal was that

it might be tripartite; that is, that some of

the less developed consuming countries
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might also participate. The United States

is not opposed to this in principle; or to put

it positively, the United States is prepared

for this but the exact composition of either

the preparatory or the final meeting has not

yet been settled. This is one of the issues

that has to be settled.

Q. Mr. Secretary, can you give us further

elaboration on the Mideast discussions? How
much of the time was spent talking about

the Middle East?

Secretary Kissinger: I think, in the Mid-

east discussion, the French point of view

has been publicly stated and there was a full

exchange of the respective points of view.

No conclusions were reached or announced.

This was mostly in the form of bringing

about a fuller comprehension by each side

of the views of the other.

Q. Mr. Secretary, could you point two

things out: What the gold agreement means
and, also, what was our original request for

compensation for the NATO bases?

Secretary Kissinger: What the gold agree-

ment means is this: That there has been a

fixed price for the valuation of gold which

does not reflect the market price, and it

means that each country is free to adopt

current market prices as the basis for eval-

uation and therefore show on its books a

value of gold reserves which corresponds

more nearly to the market price of gold,

which is about 31/2 to 4 times larger than

the fixed price of gold and therefore reflects

more accurately the capacity of the reserves

of each country to pay for deficits.

I frankly do not remember what the orig-

inal figures were. I know the French figure

that they first offered us was substantially

below $100 million, and I am certain the

figure we asked for was substantially above;

and this seemed to us to represent a fair

compromise, but I don't remember what the

figure was that we originally asked for.

Q. What of the apparent French suspi-

cions that the United States is trying to

dominate the policies of the industrialized

world and dictating its terms?

Secretary Kissinger: I don't want to com-
ment about French suspicions that were not

expressed at the meeting. At the meeting

we discussed how to deal with concrete

issues, and we reached the results which I

have described, so that the suspicions that

I occasionally read in the French press were
not expressed by French officials, and I

therefore don't feel the need to comment on

that.

Q. On the gold question, does the agree-

ment you have reached imply also the central

banks are free now to buy and sell gold at

the market price?

Secretary Kissinger: I don't want to get

into technical questions of gold purchases.

What it means is that they can value their

gold at the market price.

Q. It does mean that?

Secretary Kissinger: It goes no further

than that.

Q. Mr. Secretary, is it the American view

that the United States will do this or is it

going to be a totally European proposition?

Secretary Kissinger: The valuation?

Q. Yes.

Secretary Kissinger: That is up to each

country.

Q. I asked about the United States. Do
you anticipate we will do it?

Secretary Kissinger: I don't have the im-

pression that we will do it in the near future.

Q. Mr. Secretary, is it the American view

that a consumer-producer conference would

have as a principal goal lower oil prices,

and do the French share that view?

Secretary Kissinger: I think everybody
agrees that lower oil prices are highly de-

sirable, and it is the American view that oil

prices should be stabilized at a lower level.

I think we all agree that regardless of what
happens to oil prices, the impact of the oil

prices on the world economy and the means
that are necessary to assure the stability of
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the economies of the industrialized nations

as well as a fair progress for the producer

nations must be a subject of a consumer-

producer dialogue. But the preparatory

meeting is designed precisely to define the

agenda as well as the procedures of such a

dialogue, so it isn't possible to be conclusive

about it at this moment.

Q. Hoiv is this going to be proposed to

a country like Japan—consumer-producer

country conference

?

Secretary Kissinger: Well, as you know,

we have been in the closest contact with the

Government of Japan, and I had extensive

conversations with the then Foreign Minis-

ter Kimura, which have been reaffirmed by

the new Japanese Government. And of course

the French Foreign Minister had been in

Japan at about the same time that we were

there. So it is my impression that what has

been agreed upon here will have the support

of the Government of Japan and reflect ex-

actly the idea that the Government of Japan

expressed to both of us. And it is also my
view, based on conversations with the Ger-

man Chancellor and with other major con-

suming nations in the NATO meeting in

Brussels, that what was agreed to here will

elicit a wide consensus.

Q. Dr. Kissinger, in elaboration on the

Middle East question, does it appear that

there was French acceptance of the U.S. idea

of a step-by-step solution to the Ay-ab-

Israeli problem?

Secretary Kissinger: I don't want to speak

for France, particularly since the President

of the Republic is waiting to appear here.

My impression is that there is no French
disagreement with the step-by-step ap-

proach, but having a more Cartesian up-

bringing than we, France may perhaps feel

it more necessary than we do to define the

terminal point at the outset. I don't think
there is any French disagreement with the

step-by-step approach, if it can be achieved.

Q. Mr. Secretary, it says in the communi-
que that there ha^ been accord on many
questions. Could you point out the questions

upon which there is disagreement?

Secretary Kissinger: I am not leaving

this meeting with a spirit that there has

been substantial disagreement on any ques-

tion. I think "many questions" refers to

the fact that in a limited amount of time

only particular issues could be discussed

and did not mean to imply that any issues

that were discussed were left open to dis-

agreement.

The Press: Thank you, Mr. Secretary.

TEXT OF COMMUNIQUE, DECEMBER 16

Communique Issued Following the Meetings of

THE President of the United States of America
and the President of the French Republic in

Martinique

The President of the United States, Gerald R.

Ford, and the President of the French Republic,

Valery Giscard d'Estaing, met in Martinique De-

cember 14-16, 1974, to discuss current issues of

mutual concern. They were joined in their discus-

sions by the Secretary of State and Assistant to

the President for National Security Affairs Henry
A. Kissinger and Minister of Foreign Affairs Jean

Sauvagnargues, and by Secretary of the Treasury

William Simon and Minister of Finance Jean-Pierre

Fourcade. The Ministers also held complementary

side talks.

The meeting took place in an atmosphere of

cordiality and mutual confidence. President Ford

and President Giscard d'Estaing welcomed the op-

portunity to conduct detailed substantive discussions

on the whole range of subjects of mutual concern.

As traditional friends and allies, the two nations

share common values and goals and the two Presi-

dents expressed their determination to cooperate

on this basis in efforts to solve common problems.

They reviewed the international situation in the

economic, financial and monetary fields.

The two Presidents agreed that the Governments
of the United States and of the European Com-
munity, in the name of which the French President

spoke on this subject, must adopt consistent eco-

nomic policies in order to be effective in avoiding

unemployment while fighting inflation. In particular,

they agreed on the importance of avoiding measures
of a protectionist nature. And they decided to take

the initiative in calling additional intergovernmental

meetings should they prove necessary for achieve-

ment of the desired consistency of basic economic

policies among industrial nations.

In the light of the rapid pace of change in inter-

national financial positions in the world today, the

Presidents were in full agreement on the desirability

of maintaining the momentum of consideration of
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closer financial cooperation both within the Inter-

national Monetary Fund and through supplementary

measures. As one specific measure to strengthen

the existing financial framework, the Presidents

agreed that it would be appropriate for any Govern-

ment which wished to do so to adopt current market
prices as the basis of valuation for its gold holdings.

The two Presidents considered in depth the energy

problem and its serious and disturbing effects on

the world economy. They recognized the importance

for the USA, the EEC and other industrialized

nations of implementing policies for the conserva-

tion of energy, the development of existing and

alternative sources of energy, and the setting up

of new mechanisms of financial solidarity. They
stressed the importance of solidarity among oil im-

porting nations on these issues.

The two Presidents also exchanged views on the

desirability of a dialogue between consumers and

producers and in that connection discussed the

proposal of the President of the French Republic of

October 24 for a conference of oil exporting and

importing countries. They agreed that it would be

desirable to convene such a meeting at the earliest

possible date. They regard it as important that all

parties concerned should be better informed of their

respective interests and concerns and that har-

monious relations should be established among them

in order to promote a healthy development of the

world economy.

The two Presidents noted that their views on

these matters are complementary and, in this con-

text, they agreed that the following interrelated

steps should be taken in sequence:

—They agreed that additional steps should be

taken, within the framework of existing institutions

and agreements to which they are a party, and in

consultation with other interested consumers, to

strengthen their cooperation. In particular, such

cooperation should include programs of energy con-

servation, for the development of existing and alter-

native sources of energy and for financial solidarity.

—Based on substantial progress in the foregoing

areas, the two Presidents agreed that it will be

desirable to propose holding a preparatory meeting

between consumers and producers to develop an

agenda and procedures for a consumer/producer con-

ference. The target date for such a preparatory

meeting should be March 1975.

—The preparatory discussions will be followed

by intensive consultations among consumer countries

in order to prepare positions for the conference.

The two Presidents agreed that the actions enu-

merated above will be carried out in the most expe-

ditious manner possible and in full awareness of

the common interest in meeting this critical situa-

tion shared by the United States and France and all

other countries involved.

President Ford and President Giscard d'Estaing
reviewed current developments in East-West rela-

tions. They discussed their respective meetings with
General Secretary Brezhnev, and Secretary Kis-

singer reported on his discussions with leaders of

the People's Republic of China. They exchanged
views on developments in East-West negotiations,

including the Conference on Security and Coopera-
tion in Europe. They expressed their conviction that

progress in easing tensions was being made.

The two Presidents exchanged views on the pres-

ent situation in the Middle East. They agreed on
the importance of early progress toward a just and
lasting peace in that area.

President Giscard d'Estaing described current

efforts by France and other members of the Euro-

pean Community to further the process of European
unity. President Ford reaffirmed the continuing

support of the United States for efforts to achieve

European unity.

The two Presidents discussed the situation in

Indochina. They noted that progress in Laos toward
reconciliation and reunification was encouraging.

The two Presidents agreed on the need for all

parties to support fully the Paris Peace Agrreements

on Vietnam. Regarding Cambodia, they expressed

the hope that the contending parties would enter

into negotiations in the near future rather than

continuing the military struggle. They expressed

the hope that following Laos, Cambodia and Viet-

nam might also find their political way towards
civil peace.

The two Presidents renewed the pledges of both

Governments to continue close relations in the field

of defense as members of the Atlantic Alliance.

They agreed that the cooperation between France

and NATO is a significant factor in the security

of Europe.

They noted with satisfaction that the positive

steps in negotiations on SALT taken during the

Soviet-American meeting at Vladivostok have re-

duced the threat of a nuclear arms race. The two
Presidents explored how, as exporters of nuclear

materials and technology, their two countries could

coordinate their efforts to assure improved safe-

guards of nuclear materials.

The President of France indicated that his Govern-

ment was prepared to reach a financial settlement

in connection with the relocation of American forces

and bases committed to NATO from France to other

countries in 1967. The French offer of $100 million

in full settlement was formally accepted by Presi-

dent Ford.

The two Presidents concluded that the personal

contact and discussion in this meeting had demon-
strated accord on many questions and expressed

their determination to maintain close contact for

the purpose of broad cooperation in areas of com-
mon concern to the two countries.
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President Ford Sets Import Quotas

for Cattle and Meat From Canada

A PROCL AM ATION'

Temporary Quantitative Limitation on the Im-

portation Into the United States of Certain

Cattle, Beef, Veal, Swine and Pork From Can-

ada

Whereas, Section 252(a) of the Trade Expansion

Act of 1962 (19 U.S.C. 1882(a)) authorizes the

President to impose duties or other import restric-

tions on the products of any foreign country estab-

lishing or maintaining unjustifiable import restric-

tions against United States agricultural products

which impair the value of tariff commitments made

to the United States, oppress the commerce of the

United States, or prevent the expansion of trade on

a mutually advantageous basis;

Whereas, Canada has imposed unjustifiable re-

strictions on cattle and meat imports from the

United States;

Whereas, such restrictions violate the commit-

ments of Canada made to the United States, includ-

ing the provisions of Article XI of the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, and impair the

value of tariff commitments made to the United

States, oppress the commerce of the United States

and prevent the expansion of trade on a mutually

advantageous basis; and

Whereas, I deem it necessary and appropriate to

impose the restrictions hereinafter proclaimed on

imports of cattle, beef, veal, swine, and pork, which

are the products of Canada, in order to obtain the

removal of such unjustifiable restrictions and to

provide access for United States cattle and meat

to the markets of Canada on an equitable basis;

Now, Therefore, I, Gerald R. Ford, President of

the United States of America, acting under the

authority vested in me by the Constitution and

statutes, including Section 252(a) of the Trade

Expansion Act of 1962 (19 U.S.C. 1882(a)), do

hereby proclaim (until such time as the President

otherwise proclaims)

—

(1) Subpart B of part 2 of the Appendix to the

Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS) is

amended by inserting in numerical sequence the

following new items:

Item Articles

Whenever, in any 12-month period

beginning August 12 in 1974 or

in any succeeding year, the re-

spective quantity or aggregate

quantity of the cattle, the swine,

the beef and veal, or the pork

specified below, the product of

Canada, has been entered, no

such cattle, swine, beef and veal,

or pork respectively, the product

of Canada, may be entered dur-

ing the remainder of such period:

945.01 Cattle provided for in items 100.40,

100.43. 100.45, 100.53. and 100.55

of part 1, schedule 1.

945.02 Swine provided for in item 100.85

of part 1, schedule 1.

945.03 Beef and veal, fresh, chilled,

zen, prepared, or preserved,

vided for in items 106.10

107.60. part 2B, schedule 1.

946.04 Pork, fresh, chilled, frozen.

pared or preserved, provided for

in items 106.40, 107.30 and 107.35.

part 2B, schedule 1.

Quota

Quantity

fro-

pro-

and

pre-

17,000 head (aggre-

gate quantity)

.

50.000 head.

17,000.000 pounds

(aggregate quan-

tity).

36.000,000 pounds

(aggregate quan-

tity).

' No. 4335; 39 Fed. Reg. 40741, Nov. 20, 1974.

(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph

(1) hereof, not in excess of one-twelfth of the

respective quota quantity specified for each item in

said paragraph (1) may be entered, or withdrawn

from warehouse, for consumption during the 30 day

period beginning on the date of this proclamation.

(3) The provisions of this proclamation shall

become effective upon publication in the Federal

Register, but the provisions of paragraph (1) hereof

do not apply to any articles in excess of the respec-

tive quota quantity specified for each item in said

paragraph ( 1 ) which

—

(a) prior to such date of publication, have been

duly entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for

consumption or have been released under the pro-

visions of section 448(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930

(19 U.S.C. 1448(b)), or

(b) have been entered or withdrawn pursuant to

paragraph (2) hereof.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my
hand this sixteenth day of November in the year of

our Lord nineteen hundred and seventy-four, and of

the Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred ninety-ninth.
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THE CONGRESS

Department Reviews Main Elements of the Strategy

To Resolve the Oil Crisis

Statement by Thomas O. Enders
Assistant Secretary for Economic and Business Affairs ^

The proposal made by Secretaries Kissin-

ger and Simon [Secretary of the Treasury

William E. Simon] for a $25 billion facility

to back up capital markets over the next two

years is part of a larger strategy to resolve

the oil crisis. In this statement I propose to

review the main elements of that strategy,

situating the proposed financing facility in

relation to them.

The starting point for analysis is the belief

that unless the consumers take action to

limit their dependence on oil imports, OPEC
[Organization of Petroleum Exporting Coun-

tries] probably has the will and the capabil-

ity to maintain the real price of the oil they

export and the financial surplus they are

earning at roughly constant levels over the

next several years, and possibly indefinitely.

OPEC is earning a total income of perhaps

$110 billion at the current annual rate, of

which they spend for imports a little less

than one-half. OPEC's import expenditures

will of course rise in the future, in part be-

cause of inflation in the cost of manufactured

goods they buy (but note that the current

rate is only about 7 percent), in part because

the new affluence and the new ambition of

the producing countries will increase their

spending.

But OPEC's total income will also rise. To

' Made before the Joint Economic Committee of

the Congress on Nov. 29. The complete transcript of

the hearings will be published by the committee and

will be available from the Superintendent of Docu-

ments, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washing-
ton, D.C. 20402.

oil will be added a rapidly growing invest-

ment income. The volume of oil imports into

the OECD [Organization for Economic Co-

operation and Development] countries will

increase as industrial growth resumes, per-

haps at a rate of 4 or 5 percent a year.

New oil may be found at a more rapid

rate, in Mexico, Peru, Malaysia, China. But
with even the poor countries such as Indo-

nesia and Nigeria disposing of unprecedented

liquid assets, the cartel may retain for years

the capacity to cut back production to sus-

tain and increase prices.

Since total OPEC income has only to grow
at a little more than one-half the annual rate

of total OPEC spending to protect the finan-

cial surplus at the $60 billion level, we must
expect that in the absence of new action by
the consumers the surplus will be sustained

indefinitely. OECD estimates that if real

prices for oil are constant, only in 1980 will

the net surplus fall to $50 billion a year, by
which time OPEC will have accumulated as-

sets of $425 billion. Any increase in the real

price of oil would be additional.

Hopeful arguments have been advanced to

convince us that this will not happen.

Some say that OPEC members will see the

damage an annual accumulation of this mag-
nitude will cause to the industrial economies

and let the real price of oil erode through in-

flation. There is no question that this would

be a prudent course for the producers to

adopt in their own interest. But we cannot

count on them to do so. Because of ideology
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(monopoly action to raise commodity prices

is a main plank of the "New Economic Or-

der"), because of real or imagined scores to

settle for past exploitation, because of the

power and authority the new money gives,

OPEC members are unlikely to let real prices

erode if they can help it. Even if individual

countries may wish to move prices down-

ward, they are unlikely to be able to do so

alone. For as a matter of practical politics,

no country will be able to explain to its pub-

lic why it gets less for its oil than do other

OPEC members. Nor would it be a full solu-

tion simply to let prices erode by inflation;

for sinking real prices would stimulate con-

sumption again, thus slowing the absorption

of the surplus. Thus, if the real price of oil

were allowed to erode by one-third by the end

of 1980, the cumulative OPEC surplus might

fall only from $425 to about $375 billion.

Others say that OPEC will tire of accu-

mulating surpluses and will cut back produc-

tion, keeping oil in the ground as an invest-

ment rather than claims on the industrial

economies. It is possible that this will hap-

pen. But if it does, the surplus will, if any-

thing, grow; for as oil becomes scarcer, the

price it commands will go up.

The important point is not to be able to

make a precise forecast. There are too many
variables for that. What matters is that

there is a wide range of probable situations

in which the OPEC financial surplus contin-

ues essentially intact for an indefinite pe-

riod or falls only slowly.

What does that mean? It means that un-

less they act, the industrial democracies face

an inexorably rising danger of financial col-

lapse or depression, or both, over the next

decade. As oil debts pile up in the industrial

countries, first the weaker, then the stronger,

will find their credit unacceptable and will

try to balance their external accounts by re-

strictions on trade and on the level of eco-

nomic activity. But one country's success in

balancing its external accounts only will

make the problem more urgent for others.

For whether the industrial world runs its

economies at a high level of activity or at a
low level, the deficit to the oil producers will

remain massive. Unless we are all willing to

take 20 percent unemployment, there is no

way that deflation or restrictions can solve

the problem.

But there is more. It is impossible that

Europe, Japan, and America could undergo
a decade of threatening financial collapse

and low or no economic growth without the

most shattering social and political upheav-

als. Already this year we have seen how in-

flation and no growth is embittering the po-

litical life of all the great democracies, un-

dercutting the authority of leaders, setting

class against class. And this is only the first

year. It is no accident that the Soviet Union
and China, securely self-sufficient in energy,

with a sustained growth rate, have begun to

analyze and exploit a great new crisis in

capitalism.

Possible Effect of New Production on Prices

Apart from the United States and Britain,

none of the major oil importers have the pos-

sibility of becoming self-sufficient within a

decade, and self-sufficiency in energy cannot

be the goal of the industrial economy as a

whole for the foreseeable future.

But invulnerability to cartel action to raise

prices is both a possible and a necessary goal.

At present, the consuming countries import

approximately 30 million barrels of oil a

day, mostly from OPEC sources. But current

prices of about $10 a barrel f.o.b. gulf are

very attractive, and a worldwide oil boom is

underway. Substantial finds of oil have been

reported from Mexico, Peru, China, Malay-
sia; and the wave of exploration is just be-

ginning. The owners of this new oil will un-

derstandably want to sell it at the going

price, but they will also want to develop it

sufficiently so that they can receive a substan-

tial income. Together they may already rep-

resent the possibility of new production sev-

eral years from now of 10 million barrels a

day. And more will follow.

The impact of this prospective new produc-

tion on price depends on the development of

the market as a whole. OPEC members have
shown that they are willing to cut back out-

put to sustain price; Arab producers are cur-

rently working at less than three-quarters
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capacity. With the enormous assets all pro-

ducers are receiving, there is no doubt a mar-

gin for further cuts, even in the poorest

countries. Thus, if the overall market were

to increase from 30 to 40 million barrels a

day over the decade, it might be possible for

OPEC to accommodate the new^ producers

and still sustain the price.

But if the market did not grow at all, the

burden of adjustment on existing OPEC
members would be more than they could ad-

just to. States now launching ambitious de-

velopment programs would find that by the

end of the decade they were receiving only

about half the expected revenues. Negotia-

tion of the required cutbacks in production

would become more and more difficult. First,

clandestine, then open, violations of produc-

tion quotas would occur. Ultimately all ef-

forts to sustain the artificial price would be

abandoned.

There is no way we can know now the pre-

cise size of market at which OPEC efforts

to rig prices become inviable in the face of

neW production. But it would clearly be

wrong to start down this road with a goal

that might turn out to be inadequate. To be

sure they make this and any future oil cartel

inviable, the goal of the consumers must be

to hold their collective imports steady over

the next 10 years.

Limiting Dependence on Imported Oil

This is a demanding goal, but we now be-

lieve from the analysis in our own Project

Independence report, and from the OECD's
long-term energy assessment, that it can be

attained.

Our Project Independence report shows

that we have many options for achieving sub-

stantial self-sufficiency by 1985.

On the supply side, policies to lease the

Atlantic outer continental shelf, reopen the

Pacific outer continental shelf, and tap the

naval petroleum reserves can significantly in-

crease domestic oil production. The Federal

Energy Administration estimates potential

increases at from 4 to 8 million barrels a

day, depending on the level of price.

On the demand side, energy conservation

actions can significantly reduce the rate of

growth of energy utilization by 1985. Stand-
ards for more efficient new autos, incentives

to reduce miles traveled, incentives for im-
proved thermal efficiency in existing homes
and offices, and minimal thermal standards

for new homes and offices could all contrib-

ute. Petroleum demand could be decreased

by up to 2 million barrels a day, and electric-

ity consumption would also fall.

Also on the demand side, further savings of

limited oil and gas supplies can be achieved

by policies that require switching from oil

and natural gas to coal or coal-fired electric

power. Up to 2i/o million barrels a day of oil

and 2V-i trillion cubic feet of natural gas

might be saved by this method, although en-

vironmental restrictions and capital costs are

significant constraints.

On November 14 Secretary Kissinger an-

nounced the goal of reducing U.S. oil imports

from over 6 million barrels a day to 1 mil-

lion barrels a day in 1985. The administra-

tion is now working to develop Project In-

dependence policy options for decision by the

President. The President expects to submit

his proposals to Congress in January.

The options open to Europe and Japan to

limit their dependence on imported oil are

less far-reaching, but they are by no means
negligible. The OECD long-term energy as-

sessment suggests that—with proper price

policies—acceleration of North Sea oil and
gas, the stabilization of coal production, and
a major development of nuclear power could

reduce European dependence on imported en-

ergy from the present two-thirds to about 40

percent. In Japan, a program of long-term

conservation combined with the expected de-

velopment of nuclear power could reduce de-

pendence from 90 to about 80 percent.

If the United States goes to substantial

self-sufficiency and Europe and Japan reduce

their dependence in the manner indicated

above, the level of oil imports by industrial

countries will be no greater in 1985 than

now.

Many policy instruments are available to

achieve these goals. On the demand side, this

choice ranges from voluntary programs of re-

straint, mandatory fuel switching, price de-
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control, taxation, and various kinds of alloca-

tion. On the supply side, energy investments

will come in at various levels of return and

risk, and countries will have to be sure that

there are adequate incentives to yield the

level of output desired. Policy instruments

available for this purpose include tax incen-

tives, long-term contracts, deficiency pay-

ments, or subsidies for given projects and

tariffs or other import protection.

All of our studies show that both demand

and output are quite responsive to effective

internal prices. Our Project Independence re-

port indicates that the United States has

many options for achieving substantial self-

sufficiency at prices lower than world prices

today but higher than internal prices in the

past, with both demand restraint and new

supplies playing an important role.

We must, however, distinguish between ef-

fective price levels insofar as they affect con-

sumers and investors, and the means by

which they are achieved. Such instruments

as price decontrol, taxes, and tariffs all have

different income and policy impacts, but they

can be used to achieve the same effective

price to the consumer. On the investment

side some instruments, such as purchase

agreements and project subsidies, would af-

fect only new investment. Others, such as

tariffs and tax incentives, could affect all in-

vestment. Each has different income and pol-

icy implications.

Each country will adopt the policy instru-

ments best suited to its own energy and fiscal

structure. However there are three potenti-

ally important areas for common action

:

One is to adopt clear targets for the level

of dependence each country wishes to achieve

over the decade and national conservation

and supply policies to achieve them. These

targets and policies should then be examined
and monitored together.

Second, it may be useful for the consuming
countries to agree on the minimum level (al-

though not the policy instruments), at which
they will support new investment. This would
back up the dependence targets by creating

stable investment expectations throughout

the consuming countries; it would work to

insure an equivalence of effort.

Third, the consumers can magnify their

several investment efforts by entering joint

research and development projects in energy

and by creating a common fund to guarantee

or finance energy projects in consuming coun-

tries.

Proposed Immediate Measures by Consumers

But these fundamental actions on supply

and demand will take years to give results.

How can we bring down our jeopardy to

manageable proportions between now and

then? Four things are needed.

One is an oil safety net, to make sure that

we can act in concert, on the basis of equita-

ble sharing, to counter any new embargo di-

rected against all or any of the consuming

countries. This protection is already in place.

In Paris last week, 16 countries formally ad-

hered to the International Energy Program
(lEP), committing themselves to a far-

reaching program of preparedness for, and
solidarity in, a new embargo. The lEP cre-

ates a situation in which a restrictive act

directed against any member becomes an

act against all. It is the indispensable basis

for all future cooperation among the con-

sumers. Implementing legislation for this

program will be submitted to Congress short-

ly for its consideration.

The second is an immediate effort by con-

suming countries to conserve oil, the only

way open to them to lessen the financial

drain in the short term. Even now, after

the embargo and price increases, our studies

show that there remains a significant margin
for further savings of oil in both industry

and personal consumption that can be real-

ized without jeopardizing output or jobs.

Worldwide, that margin is probably at least

3 million barrels a day. President Ford an-

nounced a savings program of 1 miliion

barrels a day in October. We are monitoring

its execution carefully in order to reinforce

it if needed ; and we are prepared to con-

sider increasing the program to match others
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in attaining the collective target of 3 million

barrels.

The third action, within the IMF [Inter-

national Monetary Fund] framework, is to

make sure the financing needs of the develop-

ing countries can be met while waiting for

the price of oil to come down. It would be

very wrong to force the developing countries

to abandon their growth programs and goals.

We estimate at $1.5-$2 billion the gap in

1975 for which no financing has yet been

found. Concessional terms will be needed.

Secretaries Kissinger and Simon proposed

that a new fund be established for this pur-

pose, managed by the IMF and financed by

oil producers, other contributions, and per-

haps by profits from sales of IMF gold.

The final requirement is for a financial

safety net. This is needed to make sure that

no country is forced to take unwarranted re-

strictive trade or economic policy measures

as a result of the maldistribution or instabil-

ity of reflows of oil dollars and of the grow-

ing burden of oil debts.

So far private capital markets have per-

formed well in receiving and redistributing

the enormous flow of oil dollars. We believe

there is substantial further room for expan-

sion of the flows handled by private markets,

but we cannot be sure of how great that ex-

pansive capacity is. Already there are some

indications of approaching constraints. In

banking, for example, there have been no

significant additions to capital since the start

of the oil crisis. Yet the total assets and lia-

bilities built upon a given capital structure

have increased greatly. At some point it will

not be prudent for the banks to expand fur-

ther without substantial new additions to

capital, which will be difficult and costly to

raise in current market conditions.

Thus, rather than test the limits of our

present system. Secretaries Kissinger and

Simon proposed creation of a new large-scale

intergovernmental financing facility. This fa-

cility would be

:

—Designed to back up, not substitute for,

the workings of private capital markets.

—Temporary, intended to enable the con-

suming countries to pursue sound economic
and trade policies while waiting for basic
energy policy decisions to take effect.

—Not an aid fund, but rather a facility

lending at commercial terms on the basis of

established criteria for appropriate economic
and energy policies pursued by the borrower.

—Structured so as to distribute risk equi-

tably among the consuming countries.

—Subject to approval by Congress.

Each of the four proposed interim actions

is important in itself; equally significant,

both analytically and politically, is their link-

age to each other and to the energy depend-

ence targets and program. No country, cer-

tainly not the United States, will want to

help another financially unless that other

country is helping itself by conserving oil

and joining a long-term effort to lessen de-

pendence. And we must adopt a clear strat-

egy to bring the price of oil down, and back

up that strategy with the appropriate policy

decisions, in order to be sure that the loans

under the proposed facility will be repaid.

Need for Concerted Consumer Action

It has often been suggested that we can

talk or pressure the oil producers into ac-

cepting a reduction in price.

Neither approach, in our judgment, is

likely to lead to more than tardy or partial

results. And there would be significant costs

to adopting them : the false security our peo-

ple would feel that we were solving the en-

ergy crisis when in reality we were only

temporizing, or the damage to the structure

of international security that might result.

Instead what Secretary Kissinger has pro-

posed is a program of action designed to

change conditions within the consuming

countries themselves. Its purpose is not to

create a position of force which can then be

imposed upon the producers but, rather, to

create conditions in which a new long-term

equilibrium between oil producers and con-

sumers can be achieved. That equilibrium

must be such that the producers receive an

appropriate price for their products while the
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consumers can be free of the threat of em-

bargo and of artificial action to raise prices.

Achievement of this result depends criti-

cally on the solidarity of the consuming coun-

tries. Since the start of the energy crisis

there has been for each country the tempta-

tion to go it alone, try to work a special deal

with the producers, or hope that the actions

of others will end the crisis. In different ways

each of us is uncomfortable with having his

future depend so totally on others. But anal-

ysis of each country's position shows that

going it alone is not a superior option for

any consumer. Over the decade only the

United States and Britain can go to self-

sufficiency ; all others will remain dependent

on imported oil. All industrial countries, es-

pecially those heavily involved in trade, will

be vulnerable to financial crisis. And if the

United States and Britain can eventually

solve the price and financial transfer prob-

lems by going self-sufficient, the only way

Europe and Japan can is by cooperating with

each other and with us. And in the meantime,

no country, including the United States, can

solve the price problem alone.

The crisis gives us no alternative to con-

certed consumer action. We believe that fi-

nancial solidarity is an essential part.

Congressional Documents

Relating to Foreign Policy

93d Congress, 2d Session

Western Investment in Communist Economies. A
Selected Survey on Economic Interdependence.

Prepared for the Subcommittee on Multinational

Corporations of the Senate Committee on Foreign

Relations. August 5, 1974. 83 pp.

Department of State, Justice, and Commerce, the Ju-

diciary, and Related Agencies Appropriation Bill,

1975. Report to accompany H.R. 15404. S. Rept.

93-1110. August 20, 1974. 53 pp.
Deep Seabed Hard Minerals Act. Report to accom-
pany S. 1134. S. Rept. 9.3-1116. August 21, 1974.

68 pp.
Passport Application Fees. Report to accompany H.R.

15172. S. Rept. 93-1124. 5 pp.
Report on Nutrition and the International Situation.

Prepared by the staff of the Senate Select Com-
mittee on Nutrition and Human Needs. September
1974. 57 pp.

THE UNITED NATIONS

U.N. Rejects Move To Change

Representation of Cambodia

Following is a statement made in the U.N.

General Assembly by U.S. Representative

John Scali on November 27, together with

the text of a resolution adopted by the

Assembly in votes on Noveynber 27 and

November 29.

STATEMENT BY AMBASSADOR SCALI

USUN press release 184 dated November 27

The issue presented to this Assembly by

the two resolutions before us is in essence

very simple. One resolution proposes nego-

tiations without preconditions for a peaceful

settlement of the tragic conflict in Cambodia.

The other demands a one-sided solution and

offers only the prospect of continued war
and more suffering by the Cambodian people.

Which of these alternatives is consistent with

the purposes for which this organization was
founded? Which of these paths does our

charter stake out as the road to justice and

accepted international law?

One resolution ^ would have the Assembly

itself decide for the Khmer people that Cam-
bodia is to be represented not by its present

government, but by an exile regime located

over 2,000 miles from Phnom Penh. It should

come as no surprise that the only nation

located anywhere near Cambodia which spon-

sors this resolution is the country in whose

capital this exiled regime happens to be

located.

The other resolution - is sponsored by 23

nations, five of whom are among Cambodia's

closest neighbors. They advocate a basic

principle spelled out in this resolution by

these opening lines: that the Khmer people

' U.N. doc A/L.733.
- U.N. doc. A/L.737.
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have a right themselves to solve their prob-

lems peacefully, free from outside interfer-

ence. This resolution, unlike the other, does

not call on the United Nations or anyone else

to prejudge the decision of the Cambodian

people. Instead, it proposes that the United

Nations contribute positively to settlement

in Cambodia by calling on the parties them-

selves to begin negotiations. Further, it asks

the Secretary General to lend appropriate

assistance, as he has done so effectively in

the past.

Finally, the resolution sponsored by Cam-
bodia's neighbors calls on all U.N. member
states to respect the outcome of these peace-

ful discussions between the Cambodian par-

ties, as my government is prepared to do.

The United States supports efforts toward

an honest compromise solution in Cambodia.

I must, however, reply to some speakers

who again, in discussing this item, have

spread harsh and ugly charges against the

United States. I reject these charges. They
are false. If their accusations were true

—

that a brutal military dictatorship has been

foisted on the Cambodian people—why is it

that the Cambodian Government continues

to operate effectively and that the Cambodian
people continue to fight heroically and with

increasing success against the invaders, all

of this long after the United States has ended

all air support and sharply reduced its mili-

tary assistance? Could it be because the

Cambodian people are fighting for their in-

dependence against foreign troops on their

soil?

Attempts by some speakers to present their

special version of Cambodian history, in our

view, are an effort to divert this Assembly

from the real questions—namely, which are

the only foreign forces intervening in Cam-
bodia today, and which action by this Assem-
bly seeks to deprive the Cambodian people

of their right to self-determination?

For those who are unaware of, or who
forget, Cambodia's real history, it may be

useful to recall

:

—That Prince Sihanouk was not removed
by a palace coup

;

—That the Government of Cambodia

which dismissed Prince Sihanouk in 1970 had
been formed by Sihanouk himself less than
a year before

;

—That the Khmer National Assembly
which ratified the decision and voted unan-
imously to depose Sihanouk was composed
of members whom Sihanouk had personally

selected and supported for election;

—That all during that period while Cam-
bodians fought for their continued independ-

ence the total American Government pres-

ence in Phnom Penh consisted of two diplo-

matic ofllicers and three military attaches;

and

—That negotiations between the Khmer
Government and North Viet-Nam were brok-

en off unilaterally by North Viet-Nam on
March 25, 1970. Four days later North Viet-

namese and Viet Cong forces attacked Khmer
police and military posts. The present hostil-

ities in Cambodia date from those attacks.

The United States is proud of the role it

has played in helping the Khmer Government
and people to stave off the continuing mili-

tary attacks by insurgents and foreign mili-

tary forces. We have also, however, stressed

the need to initiate negotiations to end this

conflict and to bring reconciliation, harmony,
and self-determination to all of Cambodia.
The United States is quite prepared to see

Cambodia ruled by whatever government
the Cambodian people may freely decide

upon.

On August 12 President Ford told our

Congress that the United States hopes to

see an early compromise settlement in Cam-
bodia. It is not the United States, but others,

who have refused to leave Cambodia to the

Cambodians.

Certainly the Government of the Khmer
Republic has not put any obstacle in the way
of a negotiated settlement. On July 9, 1974,

that government offered to enter into nego-

tiations without conditions at any time, with
any representatives of the other Cambodian
party, in order to bring the conflict to an end.

We have heard from some speakers a claim

that the opposition forces in Cambodia con-

trol 90 percent of that country's territory

and 80 percent of its people. If this is true,
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then why, we must wonder, has the opposi-

tion no capital, no government, no machinery,

no parliament—in fact, none of the normal

attributes of a government? Why, indeed, has

their nominal chief of state taken refuge in

a foreign capital ? Why does he not go home

to receive the acclaim of the people, who, we

are told, are eagerly awaiting his return?

This seems to me a reasonable and funda-

mental question.

Reviewing the record I find, surprisingly,

that these same speakers one year ago made

identical claims in the debate in this hall.

One year ago they claimed their proteges

controlled 90 percent of the territory and

80 percent of the population. One would have

expected that a year of alleged new victories

would have been reflected in more impressive

statistics this year. Why not claim 98 percent

of the territory and 95 percent of the people

this year? Indeed, why not ignore the hard

reality of the existence of the Government

of Cambodia altogether and claim 100 per-

cent?

The fact is that despite the best efforts of

a foreign inspired and assisted insurgency,

and of the North Vietnamese Army, the

Khmer Government has never ceased to

maintain control over the vast majority of

Cambodia's people and over the territory in

which they live. North Vietnamese troops and

their Cambodian supporters do indeed range

through many areas of north and east Cam-
bodia, but Sihanouk's supporters have ne-

glected to explain to us that those areas of

the country are very sparsely populated. The
truth is that Prince Sihanouk does not return

to lead his people because he has no safe

haven in Cambodia, no real government or

real following to return to.

I would like to ask why should this Assem-
bly be asked to choose between two rival

claimants to Cambodia's seat in the United
Nations, one of which happens to be located

outside the country? It is our view the United
Nations has no business deciding which is

the legitimate government of any member
state.

I urge all members of this Assembly to

consider carefully the views so eloquently
set forth during this debate by the Asian

neighbors of the Khmer Republic. Surely the

vast majority of U.N. members must share

their desire to see peace in their part of the

world by allowing Cambodia to determine

its own destiny. Surely we will heed their

warning about the dangers of continued

conflict and join in their call for a negotiated

settlement to the present hostilities. Theirs

is a decision which deeply involves their own
security and their own future. We who live

elsewhere, particularly those far away, have

a responsibility to respect their views if we
are to expect equal consideration in con-

nection with problems in our areas.

The U.S. Government believes that the

United Nations has a fundamental obliga-

tion to support the process of negotiation as

the best means of resolving disputes and
settling conflicts, wherever and whenever
they arise. We are convinced that such a

process serves the real interests of all parties

to a dispute, in Cambodia as elsewhere. A
negotiated settlement in Cambodia is over-

due. This process should begin now.

Surely no one of us can really wish to

prolong the agony of that country or its

people. Surely we can all agree that it is

time for the fighting to stop, for negotiations

to begin, for compromises to be reached, and
for compatriots to be reconciled.

TEXT OF RESOLUTION ^

Restoiatio}i of the lawful rights of the Royal

Government of National Union of Cambodia in

the United Nations

The General Assembly,

Recalling the purposes and principles of the

Charter of the United Nations,

^U.N. doc. A/RES/3238 (XXIX) and Corr. 1. On
Nov. 27 the Assembly adopted by a vote of 56 (U.S.)

to 54, with 24 abstentions, draft resolution A/L.737/
Rev. 1 as revised, with the exception of the fifth

preamhular paragraph, a separate vote on that para-
graph having resulted in a tie vote of 51-51, with 31
abstentions; on Nov. 29 the Assembly, by a vote of

102 (U.S.) to 0, with 32 abstentions, rejected the

paragraph, which reads, "Considering that the law-
ful rights of the two Governments are only valid if

it is determined that these rights emanate from the

sovereign people of Cambodia as a whole,". Priority

having been given to draft resolution A/L.737/Rev.
1, draft desolution A/L.733 was not pressed to a
vote.
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Recognizing that the situation in Cambodia is of

concern to all Member States and especially to the

countries situated close to the area,

Taking into account that, while the Royal Govern-

ment of National Union of Cambodia, presided over

by Prince Norodom Sihanouk, exercises authority

over a segment of Cambodia, the Government of the

Khmer Republic still has control over a preponder-

ant number of Cambodian people.

Believing that the Cambodian people themselves

should be allowed to solve their own political prob-

lems peacefully, free from outside interference.

Believing also that such political settlement

should be reached by the indigenous parties con-

cerned, without external influence,

1. Calls upon all the Powers which have been
influencing the two parties to the conflict to use

their good oflSces for conciliation between these two
parties with a view to restoring peace in Cambodia;

2. Requests the Secretary-General, after due con-

sultation, to lend appropriate assistance to the two
contending parties claiming lawful rights in Cam-
bodia and to report on the results to the General

Assembly at its thirtieth session;

3. Decides not to press for any further action

until Member States have an opportunity to examine
the report of the Secretary-General.

U.S. Calls for Strengthening

U.N. Disaster Relief Office

Following is a statement made in Commit-
tee II (Economic and Financial) of the U.N.

General Assembly by U.S. Representative

Joseph M. Segel on October 30, together with

the text of a resolution adopted by the com-
mittee on November 6 and by the Assembly
on November 29.

STATEMENT BY MR. SEGEL

USUN press release 163 dated October 30

I have listened with both interest and deep

concern to Ambassador Berkol's [Faruk N.

Berkol, of Turkey, U.N. Disaster Relief Co-

ordinator] explanation of the limitations and
needs of his Office in attempting to perform

the duties assigned to it by the General

Assembly. I commend him for his efforts

and dedication in this cause.

Mr. Chairman, the subject we are dealing

with today is one that potentially affects

hundreds of millions of people—it is a matter
to which we all should devote the most ear-
nest attention.

During the last 10 years alone, my govern-
ment's records indicate that there have been
430 natural disasters around the world re-

sulting in 3.5 million deaths, 400 million vic-

tims, and damage estimated at $11 billion.

During this period, donor nations and or-

ganizations provided $2.8 billion in emer-
gency relief and rehabilitation—an immense
effort involving monumental problems of co-

ordination for which adequate machinery
does not exist. One can only ask how much
human suffering might have been alleviated

if world disaster relief had been better or-

ganized.

As a further illustration of the problem
we face, five weeks ago the U.S. Government,
along with other governments, was provid-
ing assistance simultaneously to the victims

of eight foreign disasters. On another oc-

casion, we were trying to cope simultaneously
with the needs of victims of 27 disasters.

Who in the General Assembly was really

aware of the enormity of this problem when
in 1971 it created the U.N. Disaster Relief

Office and assigned to UNDRO a broad array
of disaster relief and preparedness respon-

sibilities, while giving it such limited re-

sources? We now recognize, as does UNDRO
itself, that its limited resources and staff have
been a major constraint in the performance
of the duties assigned by the General Assem-
bly, particularly the much-needed function of

donor coordination.

As matters now stand, donor governments
must "fly blind" during much of a disaster

emergency. They have to make action de-

cisions with no assurance that their aid may
not be duplicating help being sent by another
government. By the same token, assumptions
that other donors may be providing certain

aid may be in error, with the result that

serious omission may occur. And sometimes
the particular equipment and goods sent are
just not what is really needed.

For these reasons, Mr. Chairman, Secre-

tary of State Kissinger called for strength-

ening UNDRO when he spoke to the Gen-
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eral Assembly on September 23, 1974. What

Secretary Kissinger had in mind was that

the new infusion of strength should be fo-

cused on developing UNDRO's capability to

coordinate—to serve as a worldwide clearing-

house in collecting and disseminating timely

information on disaster assessment, priority

needs, donor offerings, storage and trans-

portation availabilities. In the judgment of

disaster experts, such a service would be of

inestimable value to countries that suffer

disasters and to donor countries as well.

UNDRO is in a unique position to perform

this essential role, coordinating assistance

to disaster-stricken countries from govern-

ments, intergovernmental organizations, and

private organizations.

We propose therefore that this Assembly

authorize the Secretary General to undertake

a management study, on a priority basis,

which we believe can be completed within a

month, to determine exactly what needs to

be done to enable UNDRO to efficiently and

effectively perform the function of mobiliz-

ing and coordinating disaster relief along

the lines described. We further propose that

the Secretary General be authorized to

promptly implement the action plan that

should result from this study, and that suf-

ficient financial resources be contributed on

a voluntary basis for this express purpose.

We believe this can and should be done with-

out prejudice to the continuation and possible

improvement of UNDRO's activities in re-

lated areas, such as disaster prevention,

predisaster planning, and training, which
deserve separate consideration.

Hence, while concurring in the general

thinking behind ECOSOC [Economic and
Social Council] Resolution 1891, we propose

at this time a more concentrated capability

focused specifically on coordination. This

would include, as necessary, probable in-

creases in staff, communications equipment,

and related services for a disaster informa-
tion center and adequate funds for travel

—

especially for immediate on-the-spot assess-

ment—and for other operating expenses.

The precise needs, of course, would evolve

from the aforementioned management study.

We specifically propose that the required

funding for the first three years be met from
voluntary contributions, with the method of

onward financing subject to review. The U.S.

Government is prepared to make a voluntary

contribution of up to $750,000 to cover sub-

stantially all of the first year's cost ; that is,

for 1975. We would then expect to contribute

our usual fair share of the voluntary contri-

butions required to meet the costs for the

succeeding biennium, and we hope others

would contribute the balance required. Our
offer is contingent, of course, on the devel-

opment of a practical plan and budget and on

the premise that the voluntary contributions

resulting from this resolution would be de-

voted exclusively to creating the clearing-

house and coordinating capability that is so

desperately needed.

At the present time, Mr. Chairman, we are

in the process of consulting with other dele-

gations on this proposal, and we have a pre-

liminary draft resolution for their study. We
are trying to reach as many as possible, and
we would be happy to give copies to any
others who may be interested. After these

consultations we expect to be in a position

to propose a formal resolution for which we
earnestly hope there will be wide support.^

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 2

Strengthening of the Office of the United Nations

Disaster Relief Co-ordinator

The General Assembly,

Recalling its resolution 2816 (XXVI) of 14 De-

cember 1971 by which it created the Office of the

United Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator and es-

tablished its primary functions of co-ordinating dis-

aster relief, especially through its role as an infor-

mation clearing-house, and of assisting in disaster

prevention and preparedness,

Endorsing Economic and Social Council resolution

1891 (LVII) of 31 July 1974, in which the Council

requested the Secretary-General to investigate the

feasibility of measures to strengthen the disaster

prevention, pre-disaster planning and co-ordinating

' On Nov. 4 the United States introduced draft res-

olution A/C.2/L.1364; the resolution, as orally re-

vised, was adopted by the committee on Nov. 6 with-
out a vote.

= U.N. doc. A/RES/3243 (XXIX); adopted by the
Assembly on Nov. 29 without a vote.
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roles of the Office of the United Nations Disaster Re-

lief Co-ordinator and to submit his findings to the

Council at its fifty-ninth session, and in which the

Council recommended that the General Assembly, at

its twenty-ninth session, should reconsider the pro-

posals of the Secretary-General for additional staff

resources,

Taking note with appreciation of the report of the

Secretary-General on assistance in cases of natural

disaster and other disaster situations,' and of the

statement made to the Second Committee by the

United Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator on the

activities of his Office,

Noting in partic^dar the statements in the Secre-

tary-General's report that, while some progress has

been made in the Office of the United Nations Disas-

ter Relief Co-ordinator in establishing its assigned

function of mobilizing and co-ordinating relief, the

lack of staff and facilities, combined with the fre-

quency, duration and simultaneity of disaster situa-

tions, has seriously impaired the effectiveness of the

Office in discharging these and other responsibilities.

Concerned that lack of adequate co-ordination on

a world-wide basis results, in some cases, in lapses in

meeting priority needs and, in others, in costly du-

plication and in the supply of unneeded assistance,

Convinced that the Office of the United Nations

Disaster Relief Co-ordinator is in a unique position,

given adequate staff and facilities, to provide a

world-wide system of mobilizing and co-ordinating

disaster relief, including the collection and dissem-

ination of information on disaster assessment, prior-

ity needs and donor assistance.

Convinced further that this capability should be

strengthened, as a matter of priority and urgency

and without prejudice to the disaster prevention and

disaster preparedness roles assigned to the United

Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator,

Convinced that disaster prevention and pre-disas-

ter planning should form an integral part of the in-

ternational development policy of Governments and

of international organizations,

1. Calls upon the Secretary-General to provide

sufficient staff, equipment and facilities to strengthen

the capacity of the Office of the United Nations Dis-

aster Relief Co-ordinator to provide an efficient and

effective world-wide service of mobilizing and co-

ordinating disaster relief, including particularly the

collection and dissemination of information on disas-

ter assessment, priority needs and donor assistance;

2. Decides that the additional costs of providing

this strengthened capability should be met by volun-

tary contributions during the first year, commencing
as soon as possible, and during the biennium 1976-

1977, at which time the method of financing for suc-

ceeding periods shall be subject to review in the

light of experience, with the understanding that the

additional resources made available under the terms

of the present resolution should be concentrated on
strengthening the co-ordinating capability of the Of-
fice of the United Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordina-
tor, but without prejudice to any improvements that
can be made in the roles of that Office in disaster

prevention and in pre-disaster planning within the

resources otherwise available to it;

3. Requests the Secretary-General to take appro-
priate measures, drawing upon the aforementioned
voluntary funds, to prepare a plan and budget for

this increased capability, and to proceed with its im-
mediate implementation;

4. Requests the Secretary-General, as called for
in Economic and Social Council resolution 1891

(LVII), to continue to investigate the feasibility of
measures to strengthen the United Nations machin-
ery with regard to disaster prevention and pre-disas-

ter planning;

5. Requests the Secretary-General to report on
the implementation of the present resolution to the
Economic and Social Council at its fifty-ninth session

and to the General Assembly at its thirtieth session.

TREATY INFORMATION

U.N. doc. A/9637. [Footnote in original.]

Current Actions

MULTILATERAL

Aviation

Protocol relating to an amendment to the conven-
tion on international civil aviation, as amended
(TIAS 1591, 3756, 5170, 7616). Done at Vienna
July 7, 1971.

Ratifications deposited: Trinidad and Tobago,
October 22, 1974; Uganda, December 19, 1974.

Entered into force: December 19, 1974.

Narcotic Drugs

Convention relating to the suppression of the abuse
of opium and other drugs. Done at The Hague
January 23, 1912. Entered into force February
11, 1915. 38 Stat. 1912.

Notification of succession: Lesotho, November 4,

1974.

Protocol amending the agreements, conventions, and
protocols on narcotic drugs concluded at The
Hague on January 23, 1912 (38 Stat. 1912), at

Geneva on February 11, 1925, and February 19,

1925, and July 13, 1931 (48 Stat. 1543), at Bang-
kok on November 27, 1931, and at Geneva on
June 26, 1936. Done at Lake Success, N.Y., De-
cember 11, 1946. TIAS 1671, 1859.

Notification of succession: Lesotho, November 4,

1974.
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Single convention on narcotic drugs, 1961. Done at

New York March 30, 1961. Entered into force

December 13, 1964; for the United States June 24,

1967. TI.A.S 6298.

Notification of succession: Lesotho, November 4,

1974.

Safety at Sea

Amendments to the international convention for the

safety of life at sea, 1960 (TIAS 5780). Adopted

at London November 26, 1968.'

Acceptance deposited: Federal Republic of Ger-

many, December 2, 1974."

Amendments to the international convention for the

safety of life at sea, 1960 (TLA.S 5780). Adopted
at London October 21, 1969.'

Acceptance deposited: Federal Republic of Ger-

many, December 2, 1974.- '

Wheat
Protocol modifying and extending the wheat trade

convention (part of the international wheat agree-

ment) 1971. Done at Washington April 2, 1974.

Entered into force June 19, 1974, with respect to

certain provisions; July 1, 1974, with respect to

other provisions.

Ratification deposited: Federal Republic of Ger-
many, December 19, 1974.-

BILATERAL

Czechoslovakia

Consular convention, with agreed memorandum and
related notes. Signed at Prague July 9, 1973.'

Ratified by the President: December 16, 1974.

Jordan

Agreement for sales of agricultural commodities.
Signed at Amman November 27, 1974. Entered
into force November 27, 1974.

Norway
Agreement amending annex C of the mutual defense

assistance agreement of January 27, 1950 (TIAS
2016). Effected by exchange of notes at Oslo
November 19 and 27, 1974. Entered into force
November 27, 1974.

Panama
Agreement concerning payment to the United States

of net proceeds from the sale of defense articles
furnished under the military assistance program.
Effected by exchange of notes at Panama May 20
and December 6, 1974. Entered into force Decem-
ber 6, 1974; effective July 1, 1974.

PUBLICATIONS

GPO Sales Publications

Publications may be ordered by catalog or stock
number from the Superititendent of Documents, U.S.
Govei-nment Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20i02.
A 25-percent discount is made on orders for 100 or
more copies of any one publication mailed to the
same address. Remittances, payable to the Superin-
tendent of Documents, must accompany orders.
Prices shown below, which include domestic postage,
are siibject to change.

Background Notes: Short, factual summaries which
describe the people, history, government, economy,
and foreign relations of each country. Each contains
a map, a list of principal government officials and
U.S. diplomatic and consular officers, and a reading
list. (A complete set of all Background Notes cur-

rently in stock—at least 140—$21.80; 1-year sub-
scription service for approximately 77 updated or
new Notes—$23.10; plastic binder—$1.50.) Single

copies of those listed below are available at 30( each.

Sierra Leone . .

Uganda ....
Venezuela . . .

Western Samoa .

Zambia ....

' Not in force.

'Applicable to Berlin (West).
^With a declaration.

. Cat. No. S1.123:SI1
Pub. 8069 8 pp.

. Cat. No. S1.123:UG1
Pub. 7958 5 pp.

. Cat. No. S1.123:V55
Pub. 7749 7 pp.

. Cat. No. S1.123:W52S
Pub. 8345 4 pp.

. Cat. No. S1.123:Z1
Pub. 7841 8 pp.

Aviation—Joint Financing of Certain Air Navigation
Services in Greenland and the Faroe Islands and in

Iceland. Agreements amending the agreements done
at Geneva September 25, 1956, as amended. TIAS
7851. 2 pp. 25(: (Cat. No. 89.10:7851).

Atomic Energy—Cooperation in Peaceful Applica-
tion. Agreement with the International Atomic En-
ergy .\gency amending and extending the agreement
of May 11, 1959. TIAS 7852. 4 pp. 25^. (Cat. No.
S9.10:7852).

Atomic Energy—Cooperation for Civil Uses. Agree-
ment with Sweden amending the agreement of July
28, 1966, as amended. TIAS 7854. 10 pp. 2b(. (Cat.
No. 89.10:7854).

Agricultural Commodities. Agreement with Egypt.
TIAS 7855. 16 pp. 30c. (Cat. No. 89.10:7855).

Extradition. Treaty with Denmark. TIAS 7864. 32
pp. 40f. (Cat. No. 89.10:7864).
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Check List of Department of State

Press Releases: December 23-29

Press releases may be obtained from the

Office of Press Relations, Department of State,

Washington, D.C. 20520.

Release issued prior to December 23 which
appears in this issue of the Bulletin is No.
533 of December 16.

No. Date Subject

t541 12/23 "Foreign Relations," volume VI,

the Far East and Australasia;

1948 (for release Dec. 30).

*542 12/23 Kissinger: news conference.
United Nations, Dec. 21.

t543 12/23 TW.\-Swissair airline capacity
agreement.

*544 12/26 Carlucci sworn in as Ambassa-
dor to Portugal (biographic

data).
*545 12/26 Shipping Coordinating Commit-

tee, Subcommittee on Mari-
time Law, Jan. 24.

*545A 12/25 Scotes sworn in as Ambassador
to the Yemen Arab Republic
(biographic data).

*546 12/26 Study group 6 of the U.S. Na-
tional Committee for the CC-
IR.

t547 12/26 U.S.-Romanian cultural and sci-

entific agreement.

* Not printed.

tHeld for a later issue of the Bulletin.


